The Indiana University Server for East Asian Languages and Cultures
(http://www.eas.asia.indiana.edu)

By Jaxon D. Lewis

The Indiana University East Asian Studies Center has developed a World Wide Web (WWW) server for students and educators concerned with East Asian studies. Since its creation in 1979, the EASC has sought to make available a variety of information and expertise concerning the languages and cultures of China, Japan, and Korea. Thanks to the explosion in the use of the Internet, resources and expertise that were once somewhat confined to libraries and campuses are now available on demand to a worldwide audience. Resources available via the EASC server include: curricular materials for languages, social studies, and humanities; discussion groups on all aspects of East Asian related teaching and research; newsletters, information pertaining to East Asian studies at IU, and links to other worthwhile sites found via the WWW.

To access this server requires a computer connected to the World Wide Web. As there are photos, graphs, maps, and audio visual material available, a multimedia workstation using a browser such as Netscape is recommended. Because the materials presented can be used on-line or downloaded for duplication and distribution to other teachers and students. Material is continually being added, updated, or removed.

The recommended 12-15 resources on Asian Studies were compiled by the National Project on Asian American Studies at Indiana University in cooperation with the Committee on Teaching

About Asia (CTA) of the Association for Asian Studies. The areas surveyed include China, Japan, Korea, and Southeast Asia. Each area's resources are broken down to include:

- Classroom curriculum materials
- Audio-visual resources
- Multicultural materials on Asian-American Curricular Units
- Maps
- Teacher reference guides
- Non-fiction and fiction readings
- Appendix with publisher/distributor addresses

This list is not exhaustive. It provides a broad spectrum of materials. Each area's resources are broken down into curricular units and more general resources for class or school libraries. Items listed are published primarily by university resource centers on Asia and other non-profit educational groups. Other items are drawn from commercial presses. Commercial educational materials on Asia are now being published at a rapid rate. A list of commercial distributors is appended to this electronic resource, and users are urged to consult current catalogs from these distributors for lists of new materials.

China: A Teaching Workbook has been compiled and distributed by the East Asian Curriculum Project of the East Asian Institute at Columbia University. This workbook is accompanied by Lesson Plans on various topics that have been compiled by the East Asian Curriculum Project. By combining these two resources, K-12 teachers have the variety necessary to teach most aspects of Chinese studies including: language, early and modern history, politics and foreign relations, art and culture, economics, and literature. A Geography of Chinese Peoples, by Paul Haakenson of Bloomington, Indiana, consists of ten lessons. Teachers can use material from this workbook to help students understand the unique culture and demographics of Chinese populations throughout the world. The EASC is continually soliciting curricular material for distribution on the WWW. If you have been successfully teaching about Asia and would like to share your resources with others, please contact the EASC. Koreas: People, Culture and Society is a slide presentation developed by the Korea Press Center in Seoul, Korea. There are 180 slides with accompanying text on various aspects of Korean society and culture. This has been supplemented with material on Korea's multimedia CD-ROM developed by Korea's Overseas Information Service. Both of these resources can be adapted for use at any level. The material was converted for presentation via the WWW and can also be downloaded for duplication. Approaches to Teaching About Korea, from the East Asia Curriculum Project at Columbia, is an introduction for teachers who want to include Korea into their curriculum. The Association for Asian Studies (AAS) has begun to make its resources available via the WWW. The East Asian Studies Center at IU is providing this service for the AAS. Newsletters, publication brochures, job listings, AAS annual meeting programs, and other announcements and newly updated sections of the site are made available here. In addition, publications associated with the AAS annual meeting are reproduced in full text, such as the Abstracts of the Annual Meeting, which contains the abstracts from all of the papers that were presented at the annual meeting. The services and resources available through Indiana University's Server for East Asian Languages and Cultures are intended to promote and assist the teaching and learning about all aspects of Asian cultures. If you have access to the WWW, please browse through the available material and offer feedback as to how they can be improved or proved, what works best for you, or what you would like to see added. The EASC can be contacted at: Professor Brian E. Newmeyer, e-mail: easc@indiana.edu or on the WWW at: http://www.easc.indiana.edu.

NOTES

1. The World Wide Web is an interface in the Internet that allows for multimedia presentation. It links computers throughout the world, allows access to any part of the globe if they were all on one computer. A computer that has been configured to distribute data over the Internet or WWW is referred to as a server. 2. iTunes is a global network similar to the phone system which allows computers to communicate with each other. 3. The Internet allows computers to track and transfer data at high speeds. 4. Software by which a computer can access text and multimedia is a WWW format referred to as a browser. Netscape and Mosaic are popular multimedia browsers.

Media Materials for Education About Japan and Asia

By Jackson H. Bailey

The Earhart Memorial College Institute for Education on Japan was established in 1986 to provide administrative structure for the growing work of the College with K-12 educators, college faculty and students, and business and civic groups in need of information about Japan and other parts of Asia. The Institute and its affiliates provide resources, advice, and consultation to a wide variety of groups and individuals. One of the affiliates, the Japan Study Program of the Great Lakes Colleges Association/Associated Colleges of the Midwest, serves as the resource agent for a faculty and student exchange program, organizes faculty development seminars, and provides liaison service for member colleges with institutions and individuals in Japan. The Institute publishes a series of Occasional Papers which contain the latest research in Japanese society and culture and a variety of teaching materials on Japan available to a diverse audience. National materials include essays on the economy of Japan, social relations, aesthetic and ethical values, the geography/politics/education of Japan, and Japan's international relations. A brochure listing the Papers may be obtained from the Institute, and the pamphlets are available for nominal cost. For more than 25 years, Earhart has maintained a major lending library of media materials on Japan. Some of the films have Japanese language sound tracks. Others with an English track provide a visual record of Japan's post-war development. Many introduce various facets of Japanese history and culture.

The Earhart Memorial Production Group (MPG)

With the emergence of video, computer, and CD-ROM technology in the late 80s and 90s, the College has pioneered in the development of new media resources for teaching about Japan. In 1991, the Media Production Group (MPG) was established as an affiliate of the Institute for Education on Japan with a working relationship with the National Institute of Multimedia Education in Chiba, Japan. MPG is a bi-national partnership that brings together media and Japan Studies professionals to produce and distribute media materials related to Japan and Asia. MPG is dedicated to producing first-quality television and video for teaching about Japan and its role in the world. A new series of half-hour broadcast programs has been designed called Japan: Resources for Understanding. Earhart College holds North American broadcast rights and all non-broadcast distribution rights outside of Japan. The series is being broadcast on regional PBS outlets throughout the U.S. Five documentary programs have been completed, and a sixth on the development of agriculture in post-war Japan is currently in production. Of the half-hour videos of these programs are available from the Institute, and the series plus shipping and handling. Each program is accompanied by a study guide which contains viewing notes and essays by leading authorities in the field.

Japan: Resources for Understanding fills a gap in what is available for teaching about Japan. It focuses on the variety in contemporary Japanese life in contrast to the stereotypical presentations of Tokyo salary men as if they were all there is to Japanese music, and contemporary relationships. Japan: Neighborhood Tokyo with its accompanying study guide is being used in high school and college classes. The series was produced in conjunction with Theodore Bestor's prize-winning book of the same name (Stanford Univ.)
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